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Vishnu – Dasavathara (Ten Incarnations)

Vishnu (means All-Pervader in Sanskrit; popularly understood as the Preserver) is
one of the trinity of principal Hindu deities.  He is said to descend to the world as
an incarnation, or avatar, to restore cosmic order whenever there is a decline in
righteousness.  The exhibit covers the ten primary incarnations, of Vishnu – hence
the name Dasavathara (dasa meaning ten, and avatar, meaning incarnation). The
avatars are usually in this order, with their very interesting legends:

1. Matsya – The fish, who taught the king Manu about pride and saved him from
the imminent deluge.

2. Koorma – The turtle, which supported the weight of the mountain Mandara
which was used to churn the cosmic ocean for the nectar of immortality.

3. Varaaha – The boar, which appeared to fulfil a sage’s curse by vanquishing
Hiranyaksha, and rescue Earth from the bottom of the cosmic ocean, carrying
it out on its tusks and restoring it to the rightful place in the universe.

4. Narasimha – Half Lion and Half Man, this incarnation was to defeat
Hiranyakashipu, a persecuting tyrant who had a boon that he could not be
killed inside or outside, in the day or at night, by man or beast – so as
Narasimha, Vishnu appeared at twilight, and disemboweled Hiranyakashipu on
the threshold.

5. Vamana – The dwarf, who came to teach Bali a lesson, and used the grant of
three pieces of land from Bali (after all, how much could a dwarf take with
three steps?) to measure the earth with one, the skies with another – Bali,
realizing this was no ordinary dwarf, offers his head.

6. Parasurama – The warrior with an axe, who killed a king in revenge for his the
destruction of his father’s home, and then took a vow to kill every kshatriya
(warrior) on earth many times over.

7. Rama –  The ideal man, who comes to the world to teach the world about
living in morality and following the highest ideals.  He is the central figure in
Ramayana, one of India’s two great epics.

8. Balarama – Krishna's older brother
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9. Krishna – The divine diplomat and statesman, voice of the “Bhagavad Gita”, the
celestial song of the divine.

10.Kalki – The mighty warrior, who will appear when righteousness has vanished,
and chaos, evil and persecution prevail, to end an age and restart the cycle of
existence.

In some traditions, instead of Balarama, Krishna appears as #8 and Buddha as #9.

This order of the avatars is also sometimes interpreted to be reflective of the
modern concepts of evolution, as a description of the evolution of consciousness.
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